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ECLA is carrying out an extensive programme of activities in the field of technical 
and economic coi-operation among developing countries and regions,. The programme 
is based on the role played by the regional commissions in this field within the 
United Nations system and is defined by the mandates which the member governments 
have given to the ECLA Secretariat during the successive sessions of the 
Commission* This document contains a detailed analysis of the progress of the 
operational activities which the Secretariat has carried out since the nineteenth 
session in compliance with resolutions H38 (XIX), 439 (XIX) and 440 (XIX). 
The first section of this document discusses the main, elements which permit 
a more precise definition of the concept of TCDC and ECDC within the framework of 
the United Nations system and stresses the complementary relationship which 
naturally exists between these two dimensions of co-operation among developing 
countries and regions, 
The next two chapters provide a brief description of the TCDC and ECDC 
promotion and support activities which the ECLA system has condücted at the 
regional and interregional levels between 1981 and 1983, The activities conducted 
at the regional level are detailed according to the area of work; at an inter-
regional level,: the activities carried out jointly by ECLA and other regional 
commissions are analysed, particularly those conducted together with the 
Economic Coimnission for Africa. 
The fourth chapter of this document summarizes the most important lessons^ 
which the Secretariat has learned from the practical experience it has accumulated 
in the field of TCDC and ECDC promotion and support in connection with.both its 
major achievements and the obstacles which still remain. 
Finally, the last chapter discusses some factors which- ctítild aid in more 
clearly-defining the orientation of the work of the ECLA system in the near 
future with á view towards consolidating and- reinforcing the results obtained 
thus far and improving its collaboration with the countries, as> well as with 
subregional and regional bodies and organizations, in an effoKti tO'overcome the. 
obstacles which still hinder the work of promoting and supporting^ TCDC and ECDC, 
I. TCDC AND ECDC: CONCEPT AND MANDATES ..'I 
The new approach to technical and economic co-operation among deVelopdng countries 
and regions is based not only on the fundamental ideas of naticftial and collective 
self-sufficiency, autonomy in decision-making and reduction of the dependence 
of developing countries, but also on the maximum utilization of the' reso¡ürces, 
capacities and e}Ç)eriences of these countries. ^ 
TCDC refers essentially to the deliberate and voluntary interchange of 
technical resources, capacities and experiences among two or more develoiping 
countries for their mutual benefit. This form of co-operation is initiated, 
organized and executed by the developing co\intries themselves, which are its 
primary and direct agents. Both the financial resources and the other factors 
needed to put the activities of TCDC into operation are equally the prime 
responsibility of the said countries. 
/The concept 
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The concept of economic co-operation among developing coimtries (ECDC), 
on the other hand, has emerged as a new mode of action at various international 
fora convened-within the United Nations framework. At these meetings it has 
been recognized, among other things, tiiat the structure of'international 
economic réíations hás hot favoured the aspirations of the developing- countries ^ 
for a sustained and balanced economic growth, with the result that thése • ^ ^ i 
countries have taken inportaiit initiatives with a view to reformulating '' ' 
the conventional schemes for international co-operation, which has traditionally' 
been supplied by the developed countries to those in process of development. 
In general these initiatives have gradually shaped the "òoncèptual and operational 
development of ECDC, as well as the progressive identification of new priorities 
and modes of mutual-co-^operation. i . . 
Technical aàid economic co-operatión among thê developing count3?ies ánd 
regions has several essential operational traits: a) it is a wide-ranging mode 
of international relationship; that is, it can take place on different levelsi 
of action (subregional, regional or interregional), between one country 
and a group of countries or between gpoups óf countries, with the participation 
of agents both public and semipublic through which the countries and their ' j i ' 
governments function; b) it implies a factor of reciprocity, in that the 
countries taking part are simultaneously givers and receivers of the co-operation 
and not merely receivers, as in ithe traditional form of iritèriiâtional co-operâtion; 
c) it is complementary to the traditional technical and ecoiioraic co-operation ' ' 
and does not seek to replace it, except in those cases where the process 
of TCDC/ECDC itself gradually enables the developing countries to strengthen 
the elements of reciprocity in their có-operátion aiid enlarge its scope; and 
d) it can be applisd to any sphere dr field of action that may be of interest 
to the coimtries involved in this'relationship. 
Although the implementation of TCDC and ECDC is the business of the 
countries theáselvesj the United Nations system.plays an important role of:; 
support and prcÁBotibni' In general terms,- the activities of the Ifeited, Nations i-c o 
agencies and organs dii^ eòtly concèrned with promoting and supporting the r, ,; -
aforesaid technical and economic co-operation take the form of the direct 
provision of sèi-vices, as, for•example, the execution of studies to identify ^ 
possibilities or mechanisms-of bo'-iioperation in specific areas, or the collection,-
processing and dissemination of basic information to help the countries to 
initiate, implement or evaliiàte T€DC and ECDC activities; institutional support 
for organizations of the public, private or academic sector -which, in their 
turn, seek to stimulate or foster co-operation'among the same sectors in the 
developing countries- in order -help théia to strengthen their own action in 
the horizontal co-operation.field or to.creante and develop bonds of co-operation 
among themselves;; support for'co-op^ation activities among two or more developing 
coTintries, which can assume various forms^ as, for example, the organization of 
tours of experts from one developing country to another to learn its technical 
advances, and the financing of missions of experts from one country to collaborate 
with another. . • 
J ' /Within' the " . . 
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Within the United Nations system, ECDC has generally been conceived in 
terms of priority economic sectors, so that this form of co-operation has a 
s\abstantive content which is mainly concerned with trade matters and finance 
mechanisms. In this connection, UNCTAD, which is the focal point of the 
United Nations system for ECDC, defined from the start the range and content 
of ECDC, identifying priority spheres of action such as monetary and financial 
co-operation; the expansion of trade and a global system of trade priorities 
among developing countries; multinational marketing and production enterprises; 
the transfer and development of technology, and co-operation among State 
commercial organizations, 
TCDC, in contrast, functions in some degree from a different angle, since 
it is not so much concerned with particular sectors as with modes of operation, 
TCDC has a much wider range of application than ECDC, which means in practice 
that it has no priority sectors such as those normally associated with ECDC. 
In the latter, the United Nations system has a field of action which is often 
pre-established; in the former, the system leaves it to the countries themselves 
to determine the priority fields of action, since what characterizes TCDC is 
a particular form or mode of co-operation which can be applied to any sector. 
Both coincide in their geographical application, since they can take place 
on the national level,, by pairs of countries, and on the subregional, regional 
or interregional lével. - " 
TCÓC and EÇDC, therefore, aré two l^ge and mutually complementary 
dimensions of regional and interregional co-operation, and both assum© the 
participation of,countries which have similar needs and face analogous obstacles 
in their search fo^ well-being in accordance with their particular styles 
o£ development. In this broad view of co-operation among developing cotintries, 
the. institutions and entities of the public sector are designated as the . ' 
leading actors in the activities of TCDC and ECDC in conformity wi"^ their 
national priorities. Nevertheless, when certain levels of activity are reached, 
which may vary according to the specific sectors involved, the active 
participation of entities of the private sector, non-governmental organizations 
and academic institutions in general can certainly make a notable contribution 
to the full realization of TCDC and ECDC activities. 
In the present context of the profo\md crisis affecting the international 
economy, which has had particularly severe repercussions on the developing 
countries, technical and economic co-operation among the latter becomes increas-
ingly important as an instrument which can contribute not only to the steady 
growth of their bargaining power and their influence vis-^-vis the developed 
countries, but also to the e}q)ansion of the productive and technological 
capacity of the developing world, by utilizing to the full the opportunities for 
co-operation that it offers. 
Within the Ünited Nations system the regional commissions play an important 
part in the activities directly associated with co-operation among developing 
countries and regions, not only because of theii? composition or geographical 
location, but also because of their accumulated e^erience, direct and practical, 
of the problems and realities of the developing countries they serve, and because 
of the multisectoral activities in which they are engaged. Hence the regional 
commissions contribute at least two valuable elements to the promotion of 
/co-operation among 
• _ 
co-operation among developing countries: the cjirect knowledge they have accumulated 
as to the real capacities and most pressing needs pf the developing countries 
in their respective, regions, and the variety of concrete experiences they have 
acquired oyer.a wide range of economic and social prpblenis affecting these 
countries. 
. In accordance with the general framework and basic principles of TCDC and 
ECDC set out in the Action Plan of Buenos Aires (August-Septeitber 1978) and the 
Action Programme of Caracas (May 1981) respectively, the governments of the 
States memibers of ECLA have adopted vario\is resolutions specifically referring 
to co-operation among developing countries on the subregional, regional and 
interregional levels, ; These resolutions have progressively outlined the terras 
of reference th^t govern .the activities of the Secretariat in response to the 
e}Ç)ressed wish qf tlie r^ egional goveraments, 
at. the session of ECLA held in itontevideo in 1981, the 
governmeijts ¿adopted' the resolutions 438 ( XIX) on technical-co-operation among 
developing cquntriesi M39, iXLlQ on economic co-operation ampng developing 
countries; and., 44-0 (XIX) on. technical;,and, Economic co-operation between the 
Caribbean countries and the other .countries of the- regipn. .-
The first of these assigned to the Óecretâriat à wide r^nge of tasks, such 
as to identify, promote and disseminate new approaches to the stimulation õf 
regional co-operation; to strengthen the mechanisms existing in the. Secretariat 
for promoting: and supporting TCDC and ECDC; to <;^ .llaborate, át .the request of 
the governments, in the creation ,of spee.4y linj<;s ,an^  mechanisms between the' 
national focal points for co-operation anrang developing countries; to identify, 
at the request of the governments and g^ o^ups óf çoühtries interested, 'TCÓC and 
ECDC programmes and projects to be undertaken jointly with other regional 
commissions; to evaluate experiences and i?esults of co-operation projects; and 
tP adopt suitable measures for strengthening arid extending co-operatioíí and ; 
co-ordination with the otheir regional coramissioris. . V . . . 
In resolution ,439 (XIX) t^é Secretariat was asked to consider'1:he possibility 
of providing advisory services and of preparing studies in accof'dáíice with the 
results of the High-Level Conference on Economic Co-òperatiori among Developing 
Countries, organized by the Group of 77 (Caraças, Venezuela, 13-19 May 1981), at 
the conclusion of which the developing countries belonging to the Gròüp of 77 
adopted the Action Programme of Caracas, which now constitutes a biróad át the 
same time more detai4.ed frame, pf reference fpr òrienting the action pf the . ; . 
cpuntries cpncçraed tp promote ECDC at. all.its levels. ; " 
Finally, resolution 440 (XIX) gave the Secretariat various mandates for 
strengthening tlie links of technical and economic co-operation between the 
coxjntries and groups of countries of the Caribbean and the other countries and 
groups of countries-.of the.region. To this end, the Secre^ tariat was requested 
to prepare a progranne for the short, medium and long term to promote, at the 
request of the interested governments,/speçifíc projects for mobilizing and 
reinforcing TCDC.and ECDC among the above-mentioned coxontries and groups of 
countries, ' ,, ,,, 
/II. ACTION 
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II. ACTION OF THE ECLA SYSTEM AT THE REGIONAL 
At the regional level, between 1981 and 1983, ECLA has concentrated its efforts 
on the promotion and support of TCDC in specific fields included in its work 
programme'. The activities embarked on during this period represent, in large 
measure, a continuation of the TCDC projects begun earlier or the strengthening' 
of the coiiponents of TCDC contained in the programmes and subprogrammes of 
the ECLA system. The networi< of UNDP Resident Representatives in the region 
has been a valuable element of support not only in performing these activities 
but also in providing appropriate, institutional links with the governmental 
centres of TCDC co-ordination at national level. 
A recent exanple of this is the co-operation agréement signed on 
27 December 1983 between ECLA, UNDP and the Government of the Argentiné Republic 
for a total sum of 10 002 800 Argentine pesos and for an initial term of two 
years with a view to establishing a prograitrane to promote and facilitate the 
technical and economic co-operation that the Government, of the Argentine 
Republic wishes to offer to, other developing countries within the region and 
outside it. The programme will concentrate on areas such as agricultural 
development and food systems; science and technology for development; and 
developnent of natural resources, including multipurpose water and energy resources. 
On.the domestic plane^ the Secretariat has reinforced its co-ordination 
centre for the prpmoti¿n and si^ jport activities of ECLA in relation to 
co-operation among developing countries, which remains in the jdiarge of the 
Division of Operation^. This has resulted in a more effective systematiz^tion 
and co-ordination pf the numerous, activities that have direct conponents of 
TCDC and ECDC promotion and support in the Secretariat's work pro^ràmmel 
A xjseful tool for stimulating the woric of co-ordination and disseminating 
information on the TCDC and ECDC activities promoted by ECLA has been the 
bulletin Co-operation and Development, published quarterly since January 1981 
in Spanish and English and distributed to over 1 600 and 800 recipients 
respectively. 
A. Co-operation in transport and facilitation 
of international trade 
Even though transport plays an important part in the ejqjansion and reinforcement 
of trade relations among developing countries and in the promotion of regional 
integration, npn-tariff barriers still persist which hanper intra-regional trade, 
such as ..excessive documentation, lack of knowledge of dispositions in force and 
disparity between the norms and regulations pf the different countries. There 
is thtis a ciear need for co-operation to facilitate trade among covintries. 
/Moreover, transport 
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Moreover, transport equipment and systems are constantly being modified and 
this, while inproving the handling of freight, is introducing a growing conplexity 
into transport techn.ol,ogy. The dearth of financial, and human resources causes 
many coun:t??ies of the, region to be in danger of falling behind in the 
technologiqal advances in this field, which in its turn creates concrete needis 
of technical or economic co-operation,to help these countries to overcome this 
deficit and make better use of the new tr^sport teciinolpgies already devised 
or adapted by other .more advanced.developing countries. 
In view.of these difficulties, an4,'in,pursuance of resolution 390 (XVIII) 
of the Coiranission, a Meeting of Experts was .held at ECLA headqu^ers between 
16 and 20 March 1981 on the subject of facilitation of trade and institutional 
reinforcement of international transport in South America. At this meeting, 
which was attended by esçj^ rts from all the South American countries, approval 
was given to the initiation of a programme, of ço-:operation amcmg these coviritries 
with a view to promoting the institutional reinforcement of intèrelational 
transport and the facilitation of trade, in addition, specific rosasures were 
recommended in areas such as the establishment of internal freight terminals 
and the adoption of an agreed rêgime.of customs transit, on the basis of the 
advantages that might accrue from utilizing the convention TIR 11.^ , 
Additionally, within the framework of the project being conducired by 
ECLA, with the support of the. Government of the Netherlands, on economic 
co-operation among tatin American countries.for thç creation of enterprises 
to maintain and repair contaihe^ rs (REMAIN), ECLA. organized three té|pnical 
seminars which took plapa respectively in Rio de'»Jañeiro (15 to IB^ i^^ pril 1982), 
Bogotá (19 to. 20, Ái5ril Í982) and Santo .Domingo (22 to 23 April 1982) ^ d were 
attended by representatives of the pvjblic ^ ^ private tranisport sectors of 
countries of the region. The programme of these seminars included the analysis 
of topics such as, the following: a) the of containers,,their importance 
for the countries of the region and the economic as¿ié,ctá ,òf their repair and 
maintenance; b) the establishment and management of an infrastructure for the 
repair of containers; c) special needs of the hirers of containers; d) norms 
governing the repair of containers; e) preparation and external painting of 
containers; and f) identification marks. The success of these seminars aroxased 
the interest of the Economic Commission for Africa to hold similar seminars 
in its own region, for which" iV-recently;, requested ECLA's collaboration. 
Under the auspices of. the Chilean State Railway Coirpany a seminar was 
held at ECLA between 5 and.9.pptober .198.1 on.the operational ^ d administrative 
information systems of the Latin Ame,rican ráilw^é'^ organized hy the joint 
ALAF/World Bank/ECLA proje^ ct pn. the sti^ngthenirig ând vmification of the railway 
information systems. Also within the terns of this r^oject the Second Meeting 
of Experts waa held, at E.ÇLA frram 2Í,.to, 26 November 1982 on the systems of 
/operational and 
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operational and administrative information of the Ibero-Aiierican railways. At 
this meéting an analysis was made of important aspects of the use of information 
for taking decisions on overall railway management, since the subject is one of 
great interest and concern to the Latin American railway system. 
Finally, ECLA and the International Maritime Organization (IMO), with the 
collaboration of UNDP and the Latin American Integration Association (ALADI), 
organized the First Meeting on regional maritine co-operation among South 
American countries, Mexico and Panama, which took place at ECLA between 17 and • ' 
21 October 19'8à. Twelve Latin American countries took part in the meeting, 
which was also attended by observers from regional entities associated with^ 
maritime transport, such^  às the Soiith Pacific Permanent Commission, the Maritime 
Front Mixed Teòhnical Commission and the River Plate AdlSinistrative Commission. 
The agenda iiicliuded some tópics of undoubted inçortance for intra-regiohal 
technical co-operatión-,'such as the analysis of methodologies for standardizing 
maritime statistics and shipping'documentation, the forms of regional co-operation 
for action in the case of heavy discharges of hydrocarbons, and regional 
co-operation for thé training of mercantile personnel and coastguards. • 
. B. Activities of tCDC and ECDC in the field 
of natural resources 
One of the central factors of economic and social development in the Latin 
American countries, is the full utilization of their natviral resowces, especially 
in view of the enormous potential of the region in' this respect. Fbr this 
reason, ECLA has directed its activities in this sector, on the one hand to the 
improvement of aspects of the operational management of those resources which 
have a multiple iinpact on regional development and integration (such as water, 
energy and mining resources), and on the other, to the piròmótiòn of co-operation 
among the countries of the region in this field. 
In relation to the regulation and operational management of water resources, 
ECLA, with the support of the Netherlands Goveimment, carried out a project of 
co-operation amonjg the Latin American countries in connection with the 
International Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation Deca:de, the aims of which ' 
were: to establish gxiidelines for co-operation in programming the financing 
of projects in this field; to pronrate a dialogue among e3Ç)erts on the subject, 
so as to examine and analyse possibilities of co-operation in the pertinent 
economic and social aspects and to study suitable mechanisms for realizing this : 
co-operation among the countries of the region. As part of this project, ECLA 
organized a Latin Anerican Seminar on Horizontal Co-operation for the 
International Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation Decade, which was held at 
/its headquarters 
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its headquarters from 9 to 13 March 1981, with the participation- of . South American 
countries. The meeting was able to identify in each of the coiintries represented 
a list of TCDC projects,on the basis of the offers received and the çoncrete 
needs of each countiy in the .above-mentioned field. 
The Second Latin American Seminar on Horizontal Co-operatipn .for, the . 
International Drinking Water Siçiply and Sanitation Decade,, this time for Central 
American and Caribbean countries, was held in S^to Domingo, the Dpmnican 
Republic, from 11 to lU January 1982. Once again the se.nánar was pr^^ize^ by. 
ECLA with a contribution; from the Netherlands Govemment , At the ne.eting, Jh^ .-
experts of the said countries recounted their national e^eri«n<^Sv,and^ this, , 
advances achieved in. the coverage of water supply and environmental saltation . 
services and adopted various recoimiendations for iiiplementipgr hprizonit^ i^ ^^  
co-operation strategies on the national, SiV(bregional, apd regional ^ 
Moreover, varipçus areas were identified which offered the immediate p.rpçpeçtt-
of realizing çoncrete projects of mutual co-operation vin the field in, tion. 
Mining, .<songtit,utes the pillar of the economy in;, several countries,, of the . 
region, which coirpels a constant deploynent of efforts to es^loit to the full 
their mineral resources: ^ nd improve their production-and marketing systems. 
On the basis of studies "on the evolution, and pi?ospects of cèrtain basic minerals 
in Latin America, ECLA carried out á project of promotion and support for the 
setting up of mechanisms of intra-regional co-operation in the field of ;nining 
resources. Within the terms-,of this project, which had the support of the' 
Netherlands Government and the collaboration of the Cplonibian Mining Enterprise 
(ECOMINAS) ECLA organized the Meeting for Horizontal Co-operation in the 
Development of .the Mining Resources of Latin America, which was held in ,, 
Bogotá, from W to; 18,June 1982 and was attended by experts of the governments 
and public enterprises linked with the mining sector oif several countries of 
the region. At this meeting various measures were adopted to pronpte a 
horizontal co-operation system in respect of mineral resources, prominent 
among-which were the recommendation to. create a ccxisultative committee 
integrated by all the public and private bodies in.Latin America associated 
with mining and a co-ordination secretariat charged with the promotion of 
co-opet'ation among the countries of the region for -tihe development , of mineral 
resources. . , 
When the First ILero-American Workshop on íüning, organized by the (feneràl 
Office of Geology and Mines of Ecuador with the collaboration of TECNÍBERIÃ 
(Spanish Association of Enterprises and .Offices of Studies, Projects and 
Research) was held in Qxaito, from 25 to .27 January 1983, ECLA. convened .a panel 
on intra-regional mining relations, the main object of which was to examine 
/possible options 
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possible options for the establishment of a regional organization to.promote 
TCDC and ECDC among the mining coirpanie's of the region. This panel consisted 
of directors of State and private bodies of the mining sector, and representatives 
of the Latin American Iron and Steel Institute (ILAFA), the Latin American 
Energy Organization (OLADE), the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB), the 
Association of Medium-Scale Mineral Producers of Mexico, the Colombian Mining 
Company (ECOMINAS) and the General Planning Office of the Ministry of Energy . 
and Mines of Peru. 
C. Co-operation in the field of environment 
and development 
The effects produced on the environment by the exploitation of natural resources 
have a positive or negative impact, according to circumstances, on the 
potentialities of economic and social development and on the conditions and 
quality of life of the population. Given that the interrelations between 
population, resoiorces, environment and development should be adequately 
incorporated into the design and execution of development measures and policies, 
the incorporation of the environmental dimension into the analyses, policies 
and strategies of development of the countries of the region has been taken 
into account in some of the activities of the ECLA system. The work programme 
for this area of activity includes measures which favour horizontal co-operation 
on the basis of specific studies conductéd in the countries thenselves and 
with their participation. 
With this in view, and under the auspices of the United Nations Environment 
Programme (UNEP), ECLA organized a series of semii^ ars to promote horizontal 
co-operation in the envii?onmental and development fi^ld* . ^ 
The first of these was the Seminar on Environmental Management and Large 
Hydraulic Works, held in Concordia, Argentinai from 1 to 3 October 1981, with • 
the collaboration of the Mixed Technical Commission of Salto Grgnde (Argentina/ 
Uruguay). The participants included representatives of . most of the great 
multivalent dams of the region, such as Salto Grande (Argentina/Uruguay), 
Rio Guayas (Ecuador), Valle del San Francisco (Brazil), Tinajones (Peru), 
Paraná (Argentina), Colbun (Chile), and Yacyretâ (Paraguay/Argénting). The 
case studies analysed at the meeting (Salto Grande, Tinajones and Valle del 
San Francisco) and the interchange of ej^eriences on the environmental effects 
of the great dams manifested the possibility of setting up mechanisms of 
co-operation and contact among the technicians and administrators of these 
hydraulic works in the region. 
The Regional Seminar on E>{pansion of the Agricultural Frontier and 
Environment in Latin Anerica, whicih was the second of the series, was held in 
Brasilia from 10 to 13 November 1981. At the neeting the bases were laid for 
/the strengthening 
the strengthening of, cqr-,^ er;a,tion ^ mon^ ^ of the region in this field, 
on the premise that the'region s-tíÍ^  is not cinly 
sparsely populated but is also subject to a rapid, àgribÜltliral e^ qiahsion. ' 
The problems , of metropolitan growth the environment were'studied! at 
a third seminar» this time in Curitiba, Bx'^ zil,. from to. 19'Novenibei? 1981. 
At this regional neet-ing reference was made ^ o the iínpÓJrt of horizontal 
co-operation for the interchange of experiences gained at local level, in order 
to overcome the environmental problens created by metropolitan growth. 
On lif and 15 Deceiiíjer 1982 a meeting o^vS'^etls- ^  at ECLA to 
consider the possibilities of creating a'^ permiahent mechanism of horizontal 
co-operation, airong officials of nje tropo litan areas in Latin America and tiie 
Caribbean. This meeting was ccnyened, by. ECLA in purâ.Viançe of the agreements 
reached in-the aforesaid regiohai seminar on metropolitan growth ah'd the 
environment;, held in .Curitiba, and. wjas atteiided by' of metr>opoHtan 
organizations of the large urban centres of various cotintries of the regicm. . ' 
Lastly, between 23 and 26 ,1932,, a Regional Seminar was held in Qviito ;; 
on Agrarian Policies and Peasari^ t S'ur^val.ih; High-Altit Ecosy^tém&, which 
received the support of the Secretariat of integral Rural Development of the 
Presidency of the Republic of .Ecuadcir.^ . laid eirphasis on the 
growing conçlesdty pf. .ijh^ .pátte,^ ^^  'o:f r^raI development'^  the Andean countries 
of Latin Anrerica and recommended some follòw-vç> action, ¿uch as the creation of a 
network of technical co-operation among the national institiitiohs interested 
in peaSj^t ,suryiyal4n: ecosystems... 
' ' •^' Co-operation activities iri eçòrióÁí'á''ànd'^ ' ' . • ' • í 
social planning -'-.i 
J,':: J 
The activities . rela^ t'ip^ ^ to develcçnfânt plánnxhg wíthiín the E^A systém'íálií 
within ihe-v.tierras.of^ i^ fe.re^  -of "the L^ iiih fo!r"Econò«ac 
and Social Pl^ nip,g''(ILfE^ ).. • ..Within its pterins'¿f.^^ 
stimulated the'creation of the, system of 
organizations in )the,..countries of the H;gíoÃ', i^ hiêh' ftás Itrenigthèned the"' ' 
ties between these . entities. anC stimuláteá, the iii^èrp^^gé, of e>cperiences of 
mutual interest.! . " ' ' ' ' ' ^ 
The growing employment of TCDC meófi'átíílmS'^  a r i % " r e g i o n a l 
planning bodies gives rise;, in,a .sense,!; tb'aínèw phá¿fe lA the" activities- of • 
ILPES. Throughout its existence ÍLPES hãá been a decisive factor 
in the creation and ccaisolidation of the national planivirig Systems- both on the " 
global and ttie sectoral and regional plane. Its action has helped most of 
/these structures 
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these structui'ss "to achieve sufficienir institutional maturity and technical 
experience to enable them today to initiate;'^d develop activities of mutual 
co-operation. 
In this context, IIfES entered into an agreement with the General 
Co-ordination of Agroindustrial Development (CODAI) of the Secretariat of 
Agriculture and Hydraulic Resources of Mexico, to execute a programme of 
interchange of technical co-operation with countries of the region and a joint 
participation in concrete projects. As part of this programme, ILPES organized 
in Asunción, Paraguay, a five-week course on the evaluation of agroindustrial 
projects, with the co-operation of everts from GODAI. Within the framework 
of this same agreement, ILPES organized a meeting of personnel of CODAI and 
of the Government of Ecuador to examine possible activities of horizontal 
co-operation between Mexico and Ecuador in matters.relating to industrial 
development planning. 
In addition, ILPES and the Secretariat of Planning of the State of Piaui, 
Brazil, made an agreement of technical co-operation to strengthen planning at 
the State level. In this agreement the support of ILPES will take the form of 
pronrating co-operation among the State, planning superintendencies of Brazil, 
and between these and the planning offices of other Latin . American covmtries. 
ILPES also promoted a programme of technical co-operation between the 
Development Corporation of Guayas (CDG), Ecuador and the Corporation of the 
Valle del Caüca, Colombia; the latter will collaborate with the CDG in matters 
relating to regional developments 
Likewise, ILPES took the initiative in promoting co-operation between 
Brazil and the Venezuelan Corporation of Guayana, to take advantage of the 
ejçierience obtained in the Radar Amazonia project (RADAM BRASIL) in order to 
carry out a study on the natural resources of the Venezuelan Amazon region. 
The RADAM BRASIL project, in the charge of the Ministry of Mines and Energy, 
has created and applied for: several years an integral methodology for 
interpreting and conducting studies on the potentiality of the natural 
resources of the Amazon region. Up to the present, the two coimtries have 
exchanged information missions and established the basis for a co-operation 
agreement on the subject. 
Finally, ILPES gave its services to the Secretariat of Planning of Haiti 
to prepare a technical co-operation agreeiifônt between the said Secretariat 
and the National Planning Office of Chile (ODEPLAN). The Government of . 
Haiti is interested in studying the conception and achievements of ODEPLAN 
in relation to "die national system of projects, and the methodology applied 
in public investment programmes of national, regional (within the country) 
and sectoral scope. • 
/E. Co-operation 
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j.n relation to economic and 
...; s0^X31 forTOation. 
Bearing in mind that economic and social information is a basic instrument 
in development planning, ECLA^ ,has .attached great importance to ,the ,task, of 
improving in, all its aspects the. store of information of interest for 
development, and in recent years has made significant contributions to the 
couijtries of the region in this respect. 
Within the ECLA system,; -the Latin American Centre for Economic and Social 
Documentation (CLADES) performs-the tasks relating to infonnation and 
documentation for economic and.soçial development. , the standpoint of. its 
specific contribution to the.promçtion and support of fCDC,,the creation of 
information services through networks of co-operation in which the respective 
national infrastructures take part is a mechanism which has been, enplóyed with 
success in different fields of action, such as economic and social planning and 
the environment. 
Specifically in this field ECLA and IÍÍES.,. through CLADBS, with!the . 
contribution of the International Developmenf , Pesearch Centre (IDRC) of Canada 
and within the programme of co-operation andj'co-ordination among planning 
agencies, have organized the Information Planning System (ÍNFOPLAÑ) , which is 
a decentralized network consisting of particj,pating centres which co-operate 
and co-ordinate, among themselves at nationa,^ '^ siiregional and regional levels. 
CLADES acts às regional co-ordinating oenkre.,, while the ,Caribbean Dociamentation 
Centre, under the ECLA Subregional Office'for the Caribbean, with headquarters 
in Port of Spain, functions as a subregional co-ordinating centre. The work 
done by : CLADES in relation tp :INFOPLAIT incl\|de.p. technical support fpr the. 
countriesi, infonnation processing, disseiián^ :|^ n and, services and, the 
evaluaticn of activities carried out at the^ i^ aticqiai,,/s regional ' 
iBvels,.- • • • ., • , . 'Xr'.-
Another important effort of co-pperati$S^  .in this field is the'Caribbean 
Information System for Economic and Social Planning (CAteSPLAN), created by , 
ECLA in 1979, also with the help of the IDRC. ' The aim of CARlSPLAN^ , which ' ; 
functions through the Caribbe^ Documentation Centre, is to support develop'mént ' 
and co-operation activities in the siibregian, providing the users with 
information services in which the national planning agencies, focal points of 
the system, take: part. • 
Furthermore, ECLA, in ccaijunction with the Regional Office for"Laifin' America 
of the United Nations Environnent Programme, organized the Second Régíoíiar . 
Meeting on: Information System for Co-operation ^.d Co-ordination in mattéira • 
concerning the Envircsiment, was held at ÉCLA headquartere from Ô to, ' 
11 December 1981. The objectives of this meeting included the promotion of " 
/co-operation and 
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co-cçeration and co-ordination, among the information systems with a viev; to offering 
the users an integrated set of services, in accordance with the priorities 
established by the countries of the region in relation to the environment. 
The meeting was attended by representatives of various systems and networks 
of information that operate in the region and cover practical aspects of the , 
environmental field and sanitary engineering (REPIDISCA, Lima, Peru).; agriculture 
(IICA, San José, Costa Rica); population .(DOCPAL/CELApE); health (BIREME, Sio 
Paulo, Brazil); human settlements (LATINAH, Bogotá, Colombia); economic and social 
documentation CCLADES/ECLA) and natural resources (INDERENA/INFOTERRA, Bogotá, 
Coloitèia). 1 ; 
Co-operation in trade and e^ort financing 
International trade is an essential component of economic co-operation among 
developing countries, both on the intra-regional and interregional level, ..Within 
the broad spectrum of subjects handled by ECLA in this field there are aspects of 
particular iiiportance from the standpoint of co-operation among developing 
countries. An exarrple of this is the sipport given to the. processes, of economic 
integration and co-operation existing, in the region, to which ECLA has , . 
traditionally devoted special.attention. Another important aspect bf this subject 
is export financing; in this respect ECLA has done notable work in favour of the 
creation of co-operation mechanisms suited to the reality of the comtries of the 
region, including the organization of a Round Table on the Financing of Exports of 
Manufactures in Latin America, which was held at the Commission's headquarters from 
29 June to 1 July 1981, with the stpport of the Government of the Federal Republic 
of Germany. At this Round Table a discussion took place on action guidelines for 
the promotion of regional co-operation aimed at strengthening escort financing on 
the national, subregiohal and regional levels, and the mechanisms of export credit 
insurance. 
As a result of this Round Table a second meeting was held at ECLA from 2 to 
M- December 1981, which culminated in a recommendation to create the, Latin American 
Association of Agencies for Ejqjort Credit Insurance (ALASECE). The statutes of 
this regional association were approved at a n^eting convened by ECLA and held in 
the Reinsurance Institute of Brazil on 7 August 1982; among other objectives it 
seeks to stimulate and strengthen direct links between its members, collect and 
disseminate pertinent information among them, develop technical co-operation and 
promote training programmes, foster joint operations in the field of insurance and 
reinsurance, facilitate the harmonization of norms, procedures and conditions for 
export credit insurance among its members and provide siçiport for the co-ordination 
of comnKsn positions in matters of ejqjort credit insurance at regional or 
international meetings. 
The Secretariats of ECLA and the Latin American Integration Association 
(ALADI) were designated as advisory organs of ALASECE, while the Reinsurance 
Institute of Brazil was entrusted with the fmctions of Secretariat of this new 
agency of Latin American co-operation. 
/G. Activities 
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G, Activities in"other work áreas 
1.- Transnational enterprises 
The Seminar Optío^s of Negotiation yith Foreigji Investors and Transnational 
En-terprises in the Coppe^Kand Tin Ind^tr^çs, organized by ECLA with the co- ' 
operation, of the Netherl^ds Qivernment, wás held at ÊCLA héadquarters froTn 9 to 
11 December 1981» .It w ^ attended by high-level officials of the piiblic sector, 
representatives of academic institutions, associated with tin-raining in Bolivia 
and Brazil and with copper-mining in Chile and Peru, and representatives of -
transnational enterprises and mining conpanies. At this meeting the need was 
stressed to promote the systematic interchange of. information and to examine 
foíros and means of adopting common positions vis-a-T^s the coñsunier countries 
and foreign in'VBstors. . 
2, Energy 
ECLA organized the Preparatpry Regional Meeting for the Ubi ted Nations 
Conference on New and Renewaible Sources of Energy, hfeld in Mexloo City from 16 
to 18 March 1981. At this.meeting the countries of ihe region adopted the 
Regional Action Plan on New and Renewable Sojircès òf Energy, which suggests many 
forms of regional co-operstiori as means of executing programmes given priority ' 
by the, Pl^, : 
The Plan envisages co-operative activities for •the explpitation of new 
and renewable sources of energy, su^ çh as: technical advisory sèrvices; contracts 
with regional institutions to undert^e studies, researches and laboratory 
e^eriments; permanent .interchange of technical and economic data; organization 
of joint projects of pujre and applied research; joint execution of investment 
projects; facilitation of transfer of technology within the region; and promotion 
of the use of equipment an<i-.lnstruments. prçduced in Latin America, 
Capital goods ' ' 
From 26 to 28 April 1982 a Meeting of Latin .America Entrepreneurial 
Producers of Capital Goods was held at EÇLA headquarterá within the térros of the 
project conducted by:ECLA, with the backing of the Ifeited Nations Development ' ' 
Programme (UNDP)., outlook for'the supply and production õf capital goods, 
•pie nfâeting was at-^n de d by hi^;^leve;^ directors, of Latin American enterprises 
in the capital goo^ ;sector, whp^ at ^ ^e end of the meeting, decided to form a 
Pronation Group forvthe Capitai ÔoodS;Industry in Latin America with the view 
to encouraging initiatives for joint action by enterprises of the sector at 
national and regional levels. ' 
As-a.follow-xjp, to this meetipg, ECLA .and the United Nations Industrial 
Development.OrganizçLtion, with the. support of UNDP, called a Meeting of Ejqperts 
on Capital Goods Industries, which took place at ECLA headquarters from 5 to 7 
December 1983, This was attended by experts of the industrial sector and 
representatives of the private and public sectors in the field of capital goods 
industries. The subjects discussed included the national, subregicnal and 
/regional experiences 
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regional experiences relating to the execution of programmes and projects for the 
development of capital goods industries; and at the same time the identification of 
possible forms of economic, technological and financial co-operation to stimulate 
the supply of capitai goods produced in the region, since Latin America haá an 
industrial capacity in this area which.is not sufficiently employed. 
Academic co-operation 
With UNDP backing, ECLA is carrying out a programme of studies on Latin 
American international relations in collaboration with a group of research centres 
associated with the Programme of Joint Studies on Latin American Relations (RIAL), 
The central aim of RIAL is to contribute to the strengthiening of the capacity of 
the Latin American academic community to analyse the international relations of the 
countries of the region and to encourage academic links among these institutions 
and also between these and the research centres of other developing regions that 
are working in similar fields. 
Within the framework of this joint UNDP/ECLA programme, between 1981 and 
1983 ECLA promoted and supported, through RIAL, a series of joint studies and also 
organized seminars and work sessions in a number of countries in the region which 
made it possible to raise subjects of importance for regional co-operation within 
the context of the sweeping changes occurring at the international level. One 
example is the High-Level Seminar on the Current International Situation and its 
Impact on Latin America, which was held at Buenos Aires on 23-25 September 1982, 
shortly before the preparatory meetings for the sixth session of UNCTAD. 
Another activity which ECLA has conducted through RIAL, and which clearly 
involves a TCDC/ECDC dimension, is the project conceming new forms and agents of 
co-operation, whose purpose is to heighten the participation of sectoral 
associations of Latin American companies in the integration and regional 
co-operation processes. To that end, ECLA and RIAL, with the co-sponsorship of 
SELA and of the Latin American Association of Finance and Development Institutions 
(ALIDE), organized the Second Meeting of Sectoral Associations of Latin American 
Companies, which took place at Lima on 5-8 December 1^82. At that time the 
executive secretaries of the participating organizations agreed to establish a 
liaison mechanism which would make a greater co-ordination and exchange of 
experiences possible among the sectoral associations of Latin American companies 
and which would support horizontal co-operation activities in such areas as those 
of shipowners (LASA), railways (ALAF), the food industry (ALICA), banking (PELABAN)j 
the metalworking industry (ILAFA), and the sector of development financing (ALIDE). 
5. Co-operation in the field of macroeconomic statistics 
The comparability of the national accounts and economic balances systems, 
which are the two major methods used in the región of collecting and presenting 
macroeconomic statistics, was the subject of a project carried out by ECLA, with 
the participation of the Mexico Office, to support horizontal co-operation in 
these areas. The Government of Soain contributed to this project through the 
Institute, of Ibero-American Co-operation (ICI). The various studies prepared in 
/the course 
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the course ..Qí this project were, ^ alysedlat ,thie Regiçnal,.Seminar'.o^  
ComparigQr^ s .£?f the System of National Accounts 'Sysirern' qf '|al^çéà ' bf 
National;,Econômy,in..^tin .America,, which,iWa^^heid ^ at 'Ha^ am^  
6, Some svibregional co-operation activities 
Through its offices in the region, ECLA has conducted á- seriès of-activities 
to promote and support TCDC and ECDÇ in fields which ar^ . intrinsically of a 
subregional scope. This is the case, for, e:i{àmp;Íe, with.soffl^ ^ activities 
conducted by the ECLA Office in Brasilia under;the.agreement signf between ECLA 
and IPEA, such as the study on economic ,co.-oper.^ tipn and industrial; complementation 
between Brazil and thç Andean Group, as well as; the study on ferazil's experience 
with engineering and advisory services in some, aii^ as of interest to the countries 
of the Andéan Group, . : ; , • 
The ECLA Subregional Office for the Caribbean at POTÍ: of Spain is córidúctiñg 
ntamerous activities designed to support economic integration ^d, co-operation 
arapng the comtries of the, Caribbean, These", activities encompass a largè variety 
of sectors in which attempts are made to respond to the specific needs of the 
countries of the subregion, such as information, training^in,plarming, transport 
and telecommunications,^and the development and conservation of energy and 
natural resoxirces. Mo,reo ver, the Port of Spain, Of ficé has been called upon to play 
a prominent role in the activitiesi aimed ,at prepariiig a progranráé'for c 
between the countries.©:^ Latin perica ^ d the C^ibbe^, which aire discussed 
further on in this document. 
The ECLA Office 4n México-..shares responsibilities m the. ECLÀ system 
for carrying out: activities to promote W d support co-operation at the subregional 
level. In this, regard,: ^ eciaii mentipri, should .W made project on ; 
integration and interconnection, of electricity in Central Anier^ ica\whic .is being 
conducted by the Me^ipo Of fice pn: the;, basis^  the results. p£'the; regió study 
on electrical interconi^ctipij, which ¡wa? cpmpleted in 1980-, of the 
project, is to transfer the .electricity planning methodology, deyeiop!éd^ ^^ ^ ..íntiat 
study to. the countries-;§nd; tq ,support institutional co-operát^¡n^ P^ níotirig the 
integration of the subreg.iona^ \-electricity sector. , T . . ., 
H..-, .Ini^ r.-^ institutional cpTPperatipn . . ... ! j . ; . 
In accordance with resplution 438;,:ÓXIX.) p^ the Commission», the iseçret^ ia,t made . 
a special effort to strengthen inter-institutional co-operation agreemlehts at 
the regional and subregional ;leveljS,,rSUGh .a^ ,: the inter.-agency agreement among 
ECLA and the subregional bodies rêspõnsible fcir promoting'-the- integration process 
in Central America; the..;^ reemeiit J^ etween. the Institute for Applied Socio-Economic 
Research, of Brazil (IPEA) and.JEÇI^V t^ ^ its. Brasilia Office; and the . 
co-operation agreement b e t w e e n . a n d the. Secretariat of the Latin .;American 
Integration Association. (ALIDE),;-vft. 
... fcíT . , .. • ..v'... .. .. • " " • . • 
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Some outstanding examples of the ongoing co-operation between ECLA and the 
subregional bodies responsible for promoting the integration process in Central 
America are the activities carried out by the ECLA Office in Mexico and the Central 
American Bank of Economic Integration (CABEI) relating to the interconnection of 
the Central American countries' electricity networks and the activities undertaken 
in conjunction with the Permanent Secretariat of the General Treaty for Central 
American Economic Integration"(SIECA) regarding the establishment of a new common 
tariff and the development of the transport and energy sectors.' 
In response to the needs and problems presented by the economic and social 
development of the subregion, the countries of Central Americaj through'the Central 
American Economic Co-operation Committee (CCE) -an intergovernmental subsidiary 
body of ECLA- have held a series of meetings at the ministerial level and mèetings 
of experts with the collaboration of the Mexico Office of ECLA at which it was 
agreed to form a Co-operative Group for the Economic and Social Development of 
the Central American Isthmus. The institutional machinery for this Group is 
comprised of an Intergovernmental Co-ordinating Committee, whose functions include 
identifying opportunities for furthering co-operation among the countries of the 
subregion. The governments of the subregion have requested ECLA to perform the-
duties of a technical secretariat for that Committee through its Mexico Office, 
The ECLA Office in Montevideo has continued to carry out a series of 
specific activities in accordance with the provisions of the co-operation agreement 
signed by ECLA and the secretariat of the Latin American Integration Association 
(ALADI). Thus, for example, the Montevideo Office has taken part in the study of 
possible methods of achieving bilateral and multilateral co-operation on the short 
term among the member covintries of ALADI, In addition, it is conducting a study 
based on the negotiations concerning the establishment of a regional preferential 
tariff among the member countries of ALADI. 
Pursuant to the agreement signed between the Institute for Applied 
Socio-economic Research of Brazil (IPEA) and ECLA, the ECLA Office in Brasilia has 
included various activities in its programme of work which are designed to promote 
economic co-operation between Brazil and other Latin American countries. In this 
connection, a study has been conducted on thé iron and steel sector in the region, 
with special emphasis on the collaboration and integration which could be brought 
about in this area between Brazil and the other countries. It is now cai-rying 
out a study concerning the obstacles to transport between Brazil and other Latin 
American and Caribbean countries. Lastly, it has prepared a study on technical 
advisory services within the framework of economic co-operation between Brazil 
and the other countries of the region. 
/I, Technical 
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I,.'-Tecbnical and economic ce-operation between the Caribbean 
countz'iei" and" the other .countries of jfhe region ' 
Pursuant to the mandate laid down by the Commission with .respect to strengthening 
the links of; technical and economic co-opçration between the countries and groups 
of countries of the Caribbeõm and the çther countries añd.groups of countries of 
the region5£/-ECLA prepared a study aimed at furthering specific co-operation 
activities and projects among interested governments which will be submitted to 
the consideration of the next regular» raeetirig of the Caribbean Development and' 
Co-operation Committee (CDCC). The EÇLA office^ at. Port of Spainj Mexico, Bogotá 
and Brasilia actively contributed to the preparátion of this study. 
The EChA Office in Mexico prepared, a docujuent oh the economic relations 
between Central America and Mexico, on. the one hand, ^ d the Caribbean, on the 
other, which contains a .detailed analysis of the. present status of trade between 
the Caribbean and Central American countries. The ECLA Office in Brasilia drew 
up another paper concerning.economic relations between'Brazil and the Caribbean, 
and the ECLA Office in Bogotá drafted one treatise oh co-operation between the • 
Caribbean countries and Venez.ue4.a,. and another on cò-operatibn between the 
Caribbean countries, and Colombiae,. ECLA Subregional Office for the Caribbean 
at Port of Spain, in consultation and co-ordination with the Secretariat of 
CARICOM, assigned two consultants to prepare,, a report on co-operation between the 
Car-ibbean .and the rest of the region from the perspective of the Caribbean 
countries. Lastly, the secretariat prepared,, a docmient on co-opera:tion'in the-
sphere of tra-de, between the Caribbe;an, and ,Latin America. 
III. ACTIVITIES ,AT THE JHTIK^GIOMAL ^ ^ 
The basic tool for the promotion and support ot TCDC and ECDC at the interregional 
level has been a greater use of links of co-operation, co-ordination,-consultation 
and joint programme planning between ECLA and the other regional commissions. 
In recent years, technical and economic co-operation among developing 
countries of different geographical areas has been dealt with in a number of 
resolutions which have expressed the interest of the Commission ih this 
particularly significant dimension, of TCDC and ECDC, More recently, at its 
nineteenth session the Commission .adopted resolution '+38 '(XIX), which requests 
the Executiye Sf^ cretary .";tp,.take appropriate measures 'to.,strengthen and expand 
co-operation and co-ordination with the other regional "ccmmissiònè for "irhe 
conti-nuous exchange of information and experience and for prKbmotíng thè initiation 
or strengthening of links between subregional and regional organizations of 
different geographical areas which have common interests and conplementary 
capacities" 
Moreover, the serious situation at present in the world economy, which has 
had very-;e>bTioviç..repercussions on the developing countries, has brought out the 
potential "of TCDC and ECDC as tools for ameliorating some of the negatj.ve effects 
of that crisis. In this connection, the regional commissions prepai^ ed a jo5.nt 
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docvraient. defining their possible contribution to the,promotion of interregional 
economic and • technical- co-operation programmes-,^/ which was su^itted for 
consideration by the Economic and.Social;Council at its regular session 
June 1983.- \ 
Iri 'áddition to welcoming the views of the regional commissions and undierlining 
the importance of their role in promoting TCDC and ECDC at itç various levels, • 
particularly in the interregional sphere, the Economic and Social Council adopted,, 
resolution 1983/66 regarding the promotion of interregional TCDC and ECDC, In 
that resolution, the Council urges the executive secretaries, of the regional 
commissions, while bearing in mind the responsibility which devolves upon the y 
regional commissions to concern themselves with the guidance of joint efforts at 
the regional level, to organize periodic consultations between their respective 
commissions and the United Nations organisations and entities and specialized 
agencies which carry out activities at the regional and interregional levels, 
with a view to ensuring the effective co-ordination of projects and programmes 
conducted to promote co-operation among developing countries. 
In response to this mandate of the Economic and Social Council, the 
secretariats of the regional commissions have already initiated à process of 
consultations among one another for the purpose of organizing the first of the 
consultative meetings provided for in that resolution. These meetings are intended 
to lead to a major mobilization of initiatives and resources which, in 
co-ordination, could have a significant mültiplier effect in encouraging and 
strengthening TCDC and ECDC activities at both the regional and interregional' 
levels, 
A, The pronotion of technical.and economic co-operation 
between Africa and Latin America 
As part of the interregional co-operation project executed by ECLÁ and the Economic 
Commission for Africa (ECA) with the support of UNDP, the secretariats of the two 
regional commissions prepared a number of reports on activities in their respective 
regions which deal with the following topics: a) the promotion, of technical and 
economic co-operation between Africa and Latin America in the field of science and 
technology; b) co-^operation between Latin America and Africa in the field of. 
foreign tradej and c) prospects for technical co-operation between Africa ^ d 
Latin America with respect to human resource development. In the light of these 
reports, ECLA and ECA drew up a joint docvmient containing some suggestions for 
encouraging co-operation between Latin America and Africa in these areas. 
Às a result of these joint efforts, a joint meeting was held on l-U June 
1982 af ECA headquarters at Addis Ababa of governmental experts from Africa and 
Latin America which was convoked by ECLA and- ECA to study ways of promoting 
technical and economic co-operation between the :COuntries of the two regions in 
the abovê-mentioned areas, 
A group of action proposals- were adopted .at this interregional meeting which 
are aimed at collectively developing the capabilities and infrastructure essential 
for the development of the countries of both regions in the three areas considered 
at the joint meeting. 
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With respect .-to trade between, the two'.regions, some of thè proposals refer 
to the following aspeçts.:- !) strengthening existing ihstituti^^ and organizations 
specializing in the marketing and standardization of export and import produòtè'; 
ii) organizing periodic meetings among the chambers of commerce and export'promotion 
organizations^of Africa.and Latin America in order to exchange information and to 
reduce promotion "cQsts; .iii) organizing trade fairs under the joint auspices of 
institutions; .of bothf egions; iv) exploring and utilizing the potential for both 
bilateral and multilateral economic co-operation in the field of trade, based on 
the principles underlying the global system of trade preferences among developing 
countries; v) lessening the obstacles to financing, trade and insurance; vi) study-
ing the possibilities of establishing multilateral agreements tinder the auspices of 
regional or sxibregional organizations such as the Economic Conánunity õf West 
African States (ECOWAS) and the Economic Community 0f ..the Gireat takes Couiltries in 
Africa, and the Latin American Economic System (SEI^ ). and the Andean Group in Latin 
America; vii) feasibility studies on the establishment of international maritime 
enterprises and air cargo services in which countries of both regions would 
participate; viii) studying the possibility of establishing machinery and instru-
ments for financing trade by means of mutvial agreements among regional payments 
systems and clearing , houses , in both r.egions. 
With respect to science and technology, the action proposals relate, iiiter alia 
to the following areas: i) the identification of spheres of co-operation among 
countries and institutions of both regions in order tp intensify efforts to apply 
science and technology effectively to socioeconomic development at the national, 
subregional and regional leveis, with special referencé to rviral devélopmént and 
the production, processing and marketing of foodstuffs, energy and water resoiircesj 
mineral resources and raw materials, housing, the improvement of livestock, the 
leather and leather products industry, arid and-semi-arid zones, the basic petro-
chemical industry and communications; ii) the organization of technical meetings, 
study tours, fairs and exhibitions in order to exchange information.on technological 
progress in the. above-mentioned spheres; iii) the compilation of directories of 
national, subregional and regional technological'institutions in'Africa and Latin 
America; iv) the promotion of fellowship programmes and carrying out programmes 
for the exchange of experts and joint research. ., .t ^ 
In relation to the development and utilization pf human resources, the aètiòn 
proposals refer to such aspects as: i) preparing a directory of nationâl, subregioiial 
and rêgional èducational and training institutions and organizations, and of ' 
organizations concerned with humai resource dev^ppment planning4 ip grant&g 
more fellowships for training and research in the fields of science','technology, 
industryj agriculture and human resaiup'ce plaraiing; iii)- compiling information on 
the Latin American and African speeàaiibsta. wojàc^ Lng, in industrialized countries for 
the purpose of assisting the countrifiB ipf bo,t)^  i?egipns in their efforts to rèbpver 
these skilled m^jjower resources; iv;)i prprofiting^ ;the development and training of 
women at all levels so as to make the fullest use of their capacity; v) initiating 
co-operative activities for the purpose of developing and effectively sháring the 
existing experience in, mass, literacy teachiing.^d in the planning of non-formal 
basic education programmes outside of ¡the est^lished educational systèms; vi) 
fostering the joint production of teaching materials ^ nd instructional equipment 
for training and special education on both continents; vii) taking preliminary steps 
in compiling glossaries- and directories of academic degrees in order to improve the 
/use of 
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use of human resources in both regions; viii) fostering the exdiange of experience in 
human resource development in the spheres of pre-school, primary, secondary and 
higher education with respect to the attempts made to relate education and training 
to the requirements of the productive sectors.^/ 
B. Joint ECLA/ECA activities in the sector of mineral resdüròés 
As a result of the above-mentioned meeting of African and Latin American experts, 
ECLA co-operated with the Economic Commission for Africa in organizing a tour of 
African specialists in the development of mineral resoxirces to a number of Latin 
American countries which have particularly valuable experience in this field. The 
group was composed of high-level executives of, governmental agencies and complies 
in the mining sector from Angola, Ethiopia, Ivory Coast, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, 
Madagascar, Tanzania, Uganda and Upper Volta; the Director of the Eastern and 
Southern Africa Mineral Resources Development Centre, a subregional.intergovern-
mental body headquartered in Tanzania, also participated. The tour was conducted 
in October 1982 and included Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico and Peru. During 
their visit, the African specialists compiled data and made bilateral contacts with 
national institutions in those Latin American countries for the purpose bf initia-
ting co-operation programmes and projects in this important sector. 
The contacts made during that tour led ECLA and ECA to hold consultations in 
July 1983 in order to prepare a joint project aimed at identifying specific 
opportunities for interregional co-operation based on the action proposals made at 
the technical meetings on mineral resource development held in Africa (Arusha, 1981) 
and Latin America (Bogota, 1982). The project which was recently submitted to UNDP, 
will culminate in an interregional meeting to analyse specific technical and 
economic co-operation projects among raining companies and agencies of the public 
and private sectors of both African and Latin American countries. 
C. Co-operation between.ECLA and ÉSCAP 
In November 1981, consultations were held with, the Economic and Social Commission 
for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP) in order to study the possibility of carrying out 
an interregional project on the promotion of TCDÇ and.ECDC between Latin America 
and the Southeast Asian countries in the fields of international trade, technology 
and investments. The possibility was also explored of initiating some specific 
activities in the area of interregional trade, such as semi-piablic enterprises, 
medium- and long-term commercial (supply) contracts and the formation of links 
among the export promotion centres of interested countries in Latin America and 
Asia. 
ECLA and ESCAP, collaborated with the Government of Argentina in organizing a 
tour of Argentine businessmen to India and Indonesia for the purpose of interesting 
Argentine firms in the opportianities which exist in these Asian markets and of 
examining the possibility of carrying out joint efforts in other markets. The 
mission was primarily made up of representatives of Argentine firms in the metal-
working industry, who visited India from 7 to 19 February 1983 and Indonesia from 
20 to 28 February. 
/This important 
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This important initiative, which was aimed at encouraging technical and 
economic co-operation.among;developing countries of different regions, was a direct, 
outgrowth of the path: opened.up by the meeting of experts of India and Latin America, 
held at New Dehli in June 1979 and organized by the Government of India in co-
operation with ECLA and ESCAP in order to identify opportunities for interregional 
co-operation in particular sectors. 
As a result of the tour, the foundations were laid for mutual co-operation 
between the private sectors of Argentina, on the one hand, and India and Indonesia, 
on the other in ¿íJécific areas . relatiiig to the railway gnd the iron and ¡^ teel-. -
industries, the development of port facilities,. stocK-raising research ,and -
appropriate teôhftology for tropical zones. . . . ^  ^  cr i ; 
• ^  At the requést of ESCAP,' in midrl983 EGM.. initiated contacts with. I^tin 
American'shipping'ôipganizations for the. purpose of collaborating in the prep^ation 
of a tour to Latin America by a group of executives from national shipping organi-
zations of the Asian region, to be carried out under the auspices of ESCAP-i Visits 
to cértain regional bódiés are planned during this tour.-whose date has not yet 
been determined- including the Latin American Federation of Councils of Interna-
tional Transport Users (FELACUTI), headquartered at Bogotá, Colombia. 
D. Co-operation between countries of Latin America 
and the Middle East,., 
In có-operátion with the Inter-American Development Bank, and in., accordance with 
the conclusions reached at=the First Ibero-American Conference.oh Economic Co-
operation, "held at 'Madrid, in .November 1981, ECLA has gathered backgromd. material 
for the possible preparation of a study on fip^cial relations betwee^ ..the Middle 
Eastern and Latin American, coimtries. r., In dijs course, ECLA will, contact the ,Economic 
Commission for Western Asia in order to co-ordinate the preparation of that study 
within the framework of the co-operation between the two regional commissions. The 
purpose of the study would be to examine the fçroljlems facing the capital-exporting 
Arab countries and the Latin American countries" as a result of the sweeping changes 
which have taken place since the 1970s, both as regards the adjustments in inter-
national bll f)rices and the recessiottary;r crisis; which continues to per)aist_ in 
world economy. There are also plans i:o study/possible forms of co-^ oper-ation , ^ 
between the'two groups of.countries with a yi^w toward promoting and strengthening 
investmeflt and financial links in general.],;, 
• E.' CELADE course on population 
The Latin American 
Demographic Centre (CELADE) of ECLA, in co-ordination with the 
Economic Commission for Africa and the of ficès of.-the UNDP;,resident ..re 
in the Spanish- and Portuguese-speaking African CQuntrieSj.iimade avail^le a limited 
number of vacancies for; Ai'rican students in: the regional intensive coi^se on 
population conducted ^ t .the'.CELADE offices in San Jos^, . Cpsta I^ca ,.fj^ m to 
December 1982. Two students; from Sao Tome_.enrolled in the ^ regional course»,, . . and' 
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IV. TCDC AND ECDC, PROMOTION AND SUPPORT: 
THE LESSONS,OF EXPERIENCE 
Some lessons váiich should be borne in mind in fomulating programmes related-
to technical and economical co-operation among developing countries and regions 
can be learned from the experience acquired in recent years by the ECLA sjrstem 
in activities to prnamote and sxipport these forms of co-operation, 
Firstly,it has been observed that the usual distinction between TCDC and ECDC 
is becoming increasingly blurred, especially as such activities become more 
specific and practical. When this stage is reached, the difficulty of undertaking 
an ECDC programme without including some mechanism or link for technical co-operation 
becomes more evident. In turn, the TCDC activities which do not entail some element 
of economic co-operation, even if cHily on the long term, sometimes tend to become 
isolated activities which generally do not make a lasting mark. This occurs 
because, in practice, these forms of co-operation intermix, fcanning one integrated 
and harmonious whole. 
In this regard, it should be remenibered that TCDC and ECDC promotion and 
support activities occupy different institutional spheres within the system of 
United Nations organizations for developnent. At the global level, for example, 
UNDP is the central body for TCDC promotion, whereas it is UNCTAD's role to serve 
as a global focal point as far as ECDC is concerned. This institutional special-
ization at the international level is oftentimes repeated in the national sphere, 
where TCDC and ECDC activities are generally under the jurisdiction of different 
government agencies. The same situation does not exist in ECLA, which addresses 
both dimensions without making a distinction between them. The experience acquired 
by ECLA through this functional duality indicates not only that it is possible for 
these two forms of co-operation to complement one another at a practical level, but 
that it would also be more beneficial for the TCDC and ECDC co-ordination centres 
at the national and global levels to work in close co-ordination with one another, 
both as regards conducting specific co-operation activities among developing 
countries and regions and as regards the promotion and support of activities in the 
two spheres. 
Secondly, since TCDC is basically operational in nature, there is a tendency 
to judge it by the immediate effects which may be adiieved with the support of 
organizations of the United Nations system; the fact is often overlooked that the 
final objective of this type of co-operation is, in the final analysis, to achieve 
a real and effective exchange of know-how and e}q)erience among developing countries 
by means of human resource training, technology transfer, the supply of equipment 
or other methods. In the case of TCDC, tihis transfer or exch^ge of know-how takes 
place among the developing countries themselves, it being borne in minâ that the 
similarity of the problems and challenges that they are facing or have faced in 
their search for development and economic and social well-being means that their 
respective experiences may potentially be the most appropriate ones for solving 
similar problems in other developing countries of the same region, 
/At the 
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At the interregional level» the experience of recent years indicates 
that this sphere offers significant prospects for exchange among developing 
countries of different geographical areas, in view of the possible comple-
mentarity between offers of and needs for co-operation. The strength-
ening of ties aiTKJng countries, organizations and agencies of different 
regions has proven to be an effective method of identifying such prospects 
and of taking advantage of opportunities for interregional co-operatipn, 
especially in view of the present international economic, crisis. .Iii any- . 
case, ECLA's recent experience indicates that one basic consideration in 
, creating and strengthening links of co-operation at the interregional 
level is .that there should be a real and.effective, benefit on the long term 
for all,the countries participating in the co-operation activities. . 
In this respect, when activitijes .designed to^  encourage this tj^ pç . 
coroperation ^ e being programmed, a;, special effort_ should, bé ^ .i. , , ' 
identify, in a balanced manner , not-only offers of co-operation but..^ Iso .^  
those,areas in which there, might be.a .potential demand for"input j^iòthé^ 
regions. The interest awakened, for example, by the joint ECLA/eÇÍÀ,project 
mentioned in the preceding chapter was a result of the painstaking cire 
which was take^ n with regard to the reciprocal benefits which both regions 
could receive. • - , : . 
Thirdlyi it is important to clarify and specify which activities 
actually constitute. TCDC or ECDC, bearing in mind.their particular charac-
teristics and-purposes. Frequently, there are, two opposing tendencies 
which lead, to confusion in this respect. On the one hand,, there is a . 
tendency to interppet the concept of TCDC and ECDC. very broadly and to 
• include within the widest possible spectrum, certain activities or forms of 
coi^operatipn whiq^ dp not have a horizontal orientatipn. and which, therefore, 
have little or nothing to do with co-operation among developing countries, 
. or which, only support this type of co-operation very indirectly.. .On the 
. .other hand, there i^ a tendency to ignore other activities which definitely 
bear a direct relationsMp to the .initiatioa or, stren^hehirig of links of 
either technical or economic co-operation: among,developing countries. Of 
the two, the former tendency appears to predominate; this is the tendency 
which leads to an exaggerated concept of what should be understood "as 
south-south co-operation activities or,, in other words,, actiyities which , 
have the definite purpose of creating, encouraging and, .stren^ heiiirig links 
pf co-operation among -valid agents.or actors, of the developing countries 
of one region-or of different, developing, regions. , ,,„,. . 
Fourthly, it is.considered important not only that the specific " 
TCDC activities carried out in-recent-years should maintain their initial . 
momentum,,but al^. that:the channeisVshould remain open for further increas-
ing the transfer of know-how among.,the co,untries of th,e region and between 
them and the countries of other .developing areas. An activity which might, 
for example, appear, to be .suqces^fy^ in. the s.hort run due to the immediate 
interest which it arxnises , might pi^ye to be fruitless if the final step is 
not taken between the country offering co-operation and the country which 
would have received it. This suggests that the follow-up mechanism is 
equally or more important than the mechanism through which the initial contact 




In this regard, ECLA's experience points to the need for organizing 
and holding meetings which est^lish contact 'aCmòng the potential parties 
to TCDC and ECDC in the corresponding sul>strafit'ive field as an initial -or 
follow-up- step in mutual co-operation activitiés. Bringing the parties 
together at meetings of this sort does not necessarily mean that significant 
results will be achieved in initiating or strengthening TCDC or ECDC. There 
is no doubt, however, that such meetings greatly aid in giving this type 
of co-operation a realistic chance of success, especially if certain 
requirements are borne in mind during their planning, such as the following: 
a) the clear and explicit intention of'the meeting should be to encourage 
and promote links of co-operation; b) the preparatory activities for the 
meeting should permit, the prior identification and linkage of the national 
agents of co-operation which are best suited to play a part in creating 
such links; c) the meeting agenda should, in:particular, include an 
examination of the operational elementé heeded to sustain the initial 
momentum created in the preparatory activities ànd the meeting itself; and 
d) any co-operation mechanisms designed at the meeting should be modest 
in their financial implications and extensive as regards their capacity 
as a convening force, and should make the fullest use of the networks and 
systems for subregiônal, regional or ihterregioiial co-operation which éjcist 
in the substantive field concerned. 
The careful weighting of each one of these requirements has been a 
constant concern of ECLA in preparing and organizing the many technical 
meetings mentioned in the preceding chapter, which it has convoked in order 
to promote and support technical and ecphqmic co-opei^ ation at the sub-
regional, regional and inteirregional levels. The fülfiilment of these 
requirements, however, in no casé serves as a substitute for the factor 
which is regarded as being deçisive for the continuity and success of these 
tasks. This factor is the willingness and determination óf the agents of 
co-operation -governmental as well aá intérgoverniiléñtal, non-governmental 
and of.the private and academic sectors- to sustain and increase the 
momentum of this process. 
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Based on the work carried out in recent years and the experience acquired • ^ 
by the ECLA system in the course of its activities to promote and support 
technical and economic co-operation among developing countries and regions, 
some brief remarks might be useful in delineating the ends toward which the 
work of the secretariat should be directed in the immediate future air the 
regional and interregional levels. 
The identification of those elements of TCDC and ECDC which are 
implicit in the secretariat's programme of work should be an ongoing process, 
since it has been demonstrated that working "from within" the programme 
elements and the projects of the various substantive units has made it 
possible to concentrate a significant amount of the technical resources of 
the ECLA system on furthering and promoting these forms of co-operation. 
In parallel with this, it will be necess^y to redouble the efforts made 
/thus far 
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thus far . to support the nat ional i agents o^t^ qtpevãtion among developing 
countries, at the request of intére.stçd, go;^ ei?nm^  in establishing or 
consolidating national co-ordination C:entr,e5 .(or "focal points") for 
TCDC and ECDC, in .close co-operation with, the ,pf the UNDP 
resident representatives. ¡ .• 
In addition, one of ECLA's priorities should.be the consolidation 
of machinery and practical methods for carrying out the TCDC and ECDC 
activities established in certain sectors as a result of the specific 
projects executed by EC^A which were mentioned in chapter IIJ, 
It is also important for ECLA. to contiiiue collaborating in the 
improvement of national, ^ ubr|Bgional^ ,ap4,regip networks 
for development, in view of their,basic and instrumental rol? in strength-
ening the. centres wMch i provide support, for technical and. economic co-
operation among developing countries and regions. 
It will also be necessary , to pursue and st?;'en^ hen the contacts 
already made with; other regional commissions for the purpose of estab-
lishing co-ordination machinery among them to ensure that action-oriented 
proposals are implemented, especially the proposals formulated at the 
meeting of governmental experts held at Addis. Ababa in June- 1982» In this 
regard, the possibility shoxild be explored with ECA, in consultation with 
the interested governments of;the respective regionsj.of organizing and 
holding other meetings which would allow;, the; fvffther>. .sti?engthening of the 
interregional links initiated between the countr^ ^ 
Latin America at the above-mentioned meeting.. As an example, the objective 
of one such meeting might be^to assess .the achievements of the Addis Ababa 
meeting and to identify a few priority projects on interregional co-oper-
ation which would be feasible on the çhpz^ t term. Anothep..meeting could 
be devoted to identifying the most e^ qpeditious operational.procedures 
for making the support of the regional commissions increasingly effective. 
At this meeting the current and potential possibilities could also be 
e3q>lored of mobilizing resources to tighten the bonds of co-operation 
among the different developing geographical :^eas. 
Concurrently, the consultations among the regional commissions and 
pertinent bodies of the Iftiited Nations system, for development should be 
intensified in the immediate future for the purpose of preparing joint \ 
programmes to strengthen TCDC and ECDC on the short and medium term ampng 
the countries of different developing geographical areas, pursuant to ., 
resolution 1983/66 of the Economic and Social Council. ECLA's role in 
this joint effort would include performing the necessary tasks to conso-. 
lidate the pioneering work already done with respect to co-operation 
between Latip American,and African countries, promoting the formalization 
of the li^ iiks; pf co-operation which are being formed with the Asian ,• . 
coiJuitrie,s,,i¿. con junction with the Economic and Social Commission for 
Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP), and exploring the opportunitie.s for co-. . . 
operation with the Arab countries in areas of mutual interést, in 
conjunction with the Economic. Commission for Western Asia (ECWA). 
/Finally, in 
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Finally, in general terms, it is essential to continue to co-operate very 
closely with the developing countries in progressively putting into operation the 
TCDC and ECDC activities envisaged in the global frameworks which orient the 
promotion and support work of the Iftiited Nations system. In this regard, it should 
be reaffirmed once again that the decentralization of United Nations economic and 
social activities in the regional commissions -which is taking place, albeit slowly, 
and which enhances the regional commissions' leading role in economic and social 
development tasks- is an indispensable tool for furtiier strengthening "tíieir role 
as the logical instrument for promoting economic and technical co-operation at the 
subregional, regional and interregional levels. 
Notes 
y In September 1983, with a contribution from the Netherlands, ECLA published 
the Manual para la aplicaciSn del convenio aduanero relativo ^ transporte inter-
nacional de mercancías al amparo de los cuadernos TTR (Convenio TIR) (E/CEPAL/L,28^). 
The TIR Convention is a customs transit convention under which the customs 
operations of the signatory countries may be co-ordinated in order to expedite the 
operational and documentation aspects of the movement of merchandise in road 
transport vehicles or containers, 
2/ See resolution ilUO (XIX) of 15 May 1981. 
£/ See operative paragraph (f) of resolution 438 (XIX) of 15 May 1981, 
V See document E/1983/70, The prcanotion of programmes of interregional 
economic and technical co-operation among developing countries by the regional 
commissions, Report of the Secretary General, Economic and Social Council, 
7 June 1983, 
£/ The various documents and reports prepared by the ECLA and ECA secretariats 
in the course of this project, including the action-oriente d proposals adopted at the 
meeting in Addis Ababa, were compiled in a book which was published jointly by the 
two regional conmissions. The Spanish version of this book, entitled Africa y 
América Latina; Perspectivas de cooperación interregional (E/CEPAL/G,1198), was 
prepared by ECLA and has been in circulation since October 1983, The English and 
French versions are being prepared by ECA and are e>q>ected to become available by 
March 1984, 



